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Abstract. The extent of pixel-parallel focal plane image processing is limited by pixel area and imager fill

factor. In this paper, we describe a novel multi-chip neuromorphic VLSI visual motion processing system which

combines analog circuitry with an asynchronous digital interchip communications protocol to allow more

complex pixel-parallel motion processing than is possible in the focal plane. This multi-chip system retains the

primary advantages of focal plane neuromorphic image processors: low-power consumption, continuous-time

operation, and small size. The two basic VLSI building blocks are a photosensitive sender chip which

incorporates a 2D imager array and transmits the position of moving spatial edges, and a receiver chip which

computes a 2D optical flow vector field from the edge information. The elementary two-chip motion processing

system consisting of a single sender and receiver is first characterized. Subsequently, two three-chip motion

processing systems are described. The first three-chip system uses two sender chips to compute the presence of

motion only at a particular stereoscopic depth from the imagers. The second three-chip system uses two receivers

to simultaneously compute a linear and polar topographic mapping of the image plane, resulting in information

about image translation, rotation, and expansion. These three-chip systems demonstrate the modularity and

flexibility of the multi-chip neuromorphic approach.
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1. Introduction

Conventional approaches to the real-time analysis of

an evolving visual scene take frames of image data

from a camera and process pixels sequentially on a

serial computer. A data transfer bottleneck is created

between the camera and image processor, and a

powerful computer is required to process high-

resolution images in real-time. A more ef®cient

way to approach such problems is to utilize a simple

processor for each pixel, located in the focal plane

near the imaging element. This strategy eliminates

the data transfer bottleneck. The processor located at

each imaging element runs in parallel with all other

processors in the focal plane, together accomplishing

a tremendous amount of computation in a short

period of time.

However, pixel-parallel focal plane image pro-

cessing can only be taken to a certain level of

complexity without incurring an unacceptably large

pixel size. A passive CMOS imager pixel, incorpor-

ating no explicit image processing, can be fabricated

with as few as one transistor along with the

photosensitive element [1]. The addition of circuitry

to allow adaptation to the mean light level over a

wide range [2] enlarges the circuit to six transistors

and requires some explicit capacitors. If focal plane

motion processing is desired, between 30 and 50

transistors and signi®cant capacitance are required

[3±5] to perform the computation. Further processing,

such as optical ¯ow ®eld smoothing [6] or discon-

tinuity detection, adds signi®cantly to the transistor
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count. In building from a CMOS imager to a focal

plane motion processor, the imager ®ll factor (the

percentage of pixel area dedicated to light collection)

drops from above 80% to less than 5%, while the

pixel area grows by a factor of more than 10.

It is a long-term goal of our laboratory to emulate

in VLSI the image processing strategies of biological

visual systems, which incorporate many stages of

simple parallel processors. As we proceed towards

smart sensor designs incorporating more and more

stages of pixel-parallel processing, we must either

decrease the feature size of our fabrication process,

resulting in higher costs and lower imager ®ll factors,

or limit the processing that occurs in the focal plane.

If an intermediate computation can be communicated

off the photosensitive chip without losing the

advantages of focal plane computation, the effective

processing in the focal plane can be extended while

retaining practical pixel resolutions. However, to

retain the advantages of single-chip continuous-time

focal plane image processors, this communication

must be done without incurring signi®cant delays,

dramatically increasing power consumption, or

introducing temporal aliasing.

The interchip communications protocol described

in Section 3 provides a way of accomplishing this

feat. Data is communicated asynchronously at low

latency, allowing a representation of events in

continuous time. Communication between chips

only occurs when the input changes, thus making

power consumption activity dependent and maxi-

mizing the effective bus bandwidth.

In this paper, we describe a novel CMOS VLSI

chip pair designed on neuromorphic principles [7]

which computes real-time optical ¯ow using this

communications protocol. The sender chip contains

an array of photoreceptors and nonlinear differentia-

tors which produce a voltage pulse upon a sudden

change in local image intensity. These voltage pulses

are communicated across a digital bus to a motion

processing receiver chip, which computes the local

velocity of motion by noting the order and timing in

which edges arrive. The motion vectors are then

serially scanned out of the receiver chip for display.

After characterizing the basic VLSI building

blocks, we provide two examples of three-chip

motion processors which can compute more complex

visual motion data products.

An earlier version of this work has appeared in a

conference proceedings [8].

2. Related Work

The interchip communications strategy used in this

paper was originally envisioned by Mahowald [9] as

a circuit analogy to the optic nerve. As such, it was

®rst used to transmit visual signals out of a silicon

retina. The protocol has since been strengthened and

formalized by Boahen [10] for the same purpose.

Several variants and specializations of the scheme

have emerged in the last few years [11±14].

While applications of asynchronous interchip

communications to neuromorphic sensory processing

are still in the early stages, the results so far are quite

promising. Boahen [15] has interfaced two silicon

retinas to three receiver chips to implement binocular

disparity-selective elements. Venier et al. [16] have

used an asynchronous interface to a silicon retina to

implement orientation-selective receptive ®elds.

Deiss et al. [13] are implementing a silicon model

of primate visual cortex using interchip communica-

tion, and DeWeerth et al. [14] are implementing a

model of leech intersegmental coordination. Andreou

et al. [17] have demonstrated the use of EPROMs for

linear or nonlinear address remapping in interchip

communication. Kumar et al. [18] have provided an

auditory front-end chip with an asynchronous inter-

face for further off-chip processing.

Recently, Boahen [19] has published a multi-chip

vision processor that computes motion by emulating

a model of primate motion computation. The

photosensitive sender chip has four output channels

per pixel, modeling on and off, sustained and

transient responses to light stimulation. By using a

serial processor to combine the outputs of channels

from neighboring pixels in a receiver chip, motion-

sensitive outputs were synthesized.

Kalayjian et al. [20] have created a photosensitive

sender chip with similar function to the one presented

in this paper: an array of photoreceptors and temporal

derivative circuits are used to communicate local

temporal illumination changes across a digital bus.

This chip differs from the present work in two ways.

Firstly, it differs in the use of a temporal derivative

circuit rather than the highly nonlinear temporal edge

detector used here. This chip is not intended to be an

edge detector, but rather a silicon retina sensitive to

temporal changes, and thus would not work well as a

front end for token-based motion detection.

Secondly, the communications scheme used in [20]

is based on a partly analog winner-take-all arbitra-
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tion, rather than the digital binary tree arbitration

used in this paper (see Section 3 below). This

arbitration scheme sacri®ces the speed of the fully

digital arbiter used in this paper to provide smaller

pixel and peripheral circuitry requirements.

Indiveri et al. [21] have recently published a multi-

chip motion processor which follows the present

work. This system employs three stages of process-

ing: a photosensitive sender with nonlinear temporal

differentiation, a programmable interconnect pro-

cessor (the Silicon Cortex [13]) that allows for

arbitrary address remapping, and a motion processing

receiver. The sender utilizes the same photoreceptor

and nonlinear differentiator used here, but splits the

edge information from rising and falling edges into

two output channels, allowing for independent

sensitivity adjustment. The motion receiver chip is

based on the same velocity algorithm used here, but

uses more sophisticated circuitry to obtain a bidirec-

tional current output for the velocity of motion, rather

than the multiple voltage outputs utilized in this

paper.

3. Interchip Communications Protocol

The interchip communications protocol used in this

work is known as the Address-Event Representation

(AER). The original and most basic form of AER

utilizes two digital control lines and several digital

address lines to interface a sender chip to a receiver

chip, as shown in Fig. 1. The protocol is used to

communicate the occurrence of a binary event from

sender to receiver in continuous time. A four-phase

asynchronous handshake between sender and receiver

guarantees reliable communication between chips;

the address lines communicate the spatial position of

a requesting sender pixel to the receiver chip, which

forwards the event to the receiver pixel with the same

spatial position.

This protocol effectively allows any sender pixel

to communicate digital spikes to the corresponding

receiver pixel. Because requests can come at any time

from any pixel in the array, it is necessary to use an

arbitration scheme on the sender to serialize simulta-

neous events onto the single communications bus.

Because the asynchronous protocol operates so

quickly (on nanosecond scales) relative to the time-

scale of visual stimuli (on millisecond scales), the

serialization caused by sharing of a single digital bus

is usually benign for sensor applications. Various

schemes exist for deciding which of several simulta-

neously requesting sender pixels is allowed to use the

bus ®rst [9,12,22]. The scheme used in this paper is a

binary tree arbiter [23], which yields a quick decision

and scales well to large array sizes.

The circuitry necessary to implement the protocol

varies from scheme to scheme. The particular

hardware implementation of AER used in this chipset

has been newly devised by Boahen; refer to [23] for

further details.

4. Edge-Detecting Sender Chip

This section describes the photosensitive sender chip:

the visual front end for all further processing. This

chip detects moving contrast edges in an image

focused directly upon it. Edge locations are commu-

nicated off-chip via the AER bus. Qualitatively, the

output of this chip looks like an image ®ltered in real-

time with an edge-enhancing operator; however, the

edges disappear when no motion is present.

Fig. 1. AER protocol summary. In (a), the model for AER

transmission is shown: a sender chip communicates with a

receiver chip via request, acknowledge and address lines. In (b),

the handshaking protocol for transmission using the above control

and address lines is shown: a request with a valid address leads to

an acknowledgment, which in turn leads to falling request and

falling acknowledge.
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4.1. Sender Architecture

The core of the sender chip is a 12612 array of

sender pixels. See Fig. 2 for a layout diagram. Each

sender pixel contains an adaptive photoreceptor [2]

and a nonlinear differentiator circuit [24] interfaced

to the interchip communication circuitry. This

combination of adaptive photoreceptor and nonlinear

differentiator is sensitive only to sudden changes in

light intensity, and is referred to as a temporal edge
detector, with the assumption that a sudden change in

local intensity is due to a passing spatial edge. When

an illumination edge passes over the pixel, the event

is communicated to the receiver. In this implementa-

tion, events are communicated on the bus only when

the illumination changes, resulting in an ef®cient use

of bus bandwidth. Arbitration, address encoding, and

other interface circuitry to support the protocol are

located in the periphery and described in [23]. The

chip also incorporates a serial scanner for readout of

the raw photoreceptor image.

The photoreceptor circuit (shown in Fig. 3(a) and

analyzed in detail by DelbruÈck [2]) adapts to the local

light intensity on slow time scales (a few seconds),

allowing high sensitivity to transient changes over a

wide range of illumination without a change in bias

settings. The nonlinear differentiator circuit (shown

in Fig. 3(b) and analyzed in detail by Kramer et al.

[24]) produces a current pulse whenever the photo-

receptor output changes suddenly. This circuit is

nonlinear in the sense that it produces a fairly narrow

(1±10 ms) current pulse at the change of the

derivative sign [25] both for sharp and smooth

inputs, due to the nonlinear feedback. Note that the

presence of such a current pulse does not convey

motion, but rather temporal change information. The

amplitude of the current pulse from this circuit can he

shown to be proportional to temporal contrast, the

product of stimulus speed and spatial contrast [5].

Fig. 2. Layout of the sender chip, as fabricated on a MOSIS tiny

chip in a 1.2mm standard CMOS process. Total area of the chip is

2:162:1 mm2.

Fig. 3. Components of the temporal edge detector: (a) adaptive

photoreceptor which allows sensitivity to transient contrast

changes over a wide range of illuminations, and (b) nonlinear

differentiator circuit which responds only to sharp changes in

illumination.
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The sender pixel communications interface circuit,

shown in Fig. 4, is slightly modi®ed from [23]. Its

input current Iin is taken from the nonlinear

differentiator circuit output. This circuit generates a

spike rate linearly proportional to the current input

Iin. Before a request is made, Rpix is (inactive) low,

Apix is (inactive) high, and Dpix is (inactive) low.

When suf®cient current is integrated on node Vmem

that it overcomes the threshold set by Vthr , Vrp is

pulled low and the wired-OR Rpix shared by all pixels

in the row is pulled high. When Apix returns low from

the row arbiter, it simultaneously resets Vmem to Vdd

(and thus releases Rpix) and pulls up the wired-OR

Dpix shared by all pixels in the column. Dpix will be

held high until Apix returns to inactive high. This

circuit implements the required sender pixel protocol.

The pass transistor M1 connected to the input node (a

modi®cation from the Boahen circuit) cuts off the

input current during the reset phase, allowing stable

reset even in the presence of large input currents. The

transistor M2 interposed in the reset pathway is a

second modi®cation from the Boahen circuit and

allows control of the speed of reset, effectively

setting the maximum spike rate. Finally, a leak

transistor M3 allows a minimum input current

threshold to be set.

The input current from the differentiator circuit

will only exceed the threshold set by Vleak for a few

milliseconds after a sudden illumination change. If

the pixel request is not serviced within this time, the

request will be withdrawn. For this reason, a slow-

down in bus activity will not cause a large buildup of

unserviced events.

4.2. Sender Performance

In this section, we experimentally characterize the

sender array's AER bus response to changes in light

intensity. During the period of time when the

nonlinear differentiator's current output is large

enough to overcome the leakage current, multiple

requests from a single pixel (hereafter referred to as a

burst of spikes) are created on the AER bus. A typical

burst from a single pixel is shown in Fig. 5. Bus

availability for each spike in the burst is arbitrated

independently, so the burst from a particular pixel

will, in general, appear on the interchip bus

interleaved with requests from other pixels. Three

parameters of these burstsÐburst width, spike

frequency, and latency from stimulationÐhave been

measured as the chip is visually stimulated with the

sender chip's interchip request line tied back to its

own acknowledge line. This self-acknowledge yields

the fastest possible event cycle, taking approximately

100 ns per request-acknowledge cycle.

Because the spike generating circuitry imposes a

threshold on the output of the analog temporal edge

detector circuit, each sender pixel will only ®re

spikes in response to a stimulus above a ®xed

temporal contrast threshold. Due to inevitable

random noise in the analog part of this system, a

Fig. 5. Sender pixel burst response: this spike train is the

response of an individual pixel to a passing edge. Because true

spike width is approximately 50 ns and spike separation is on the

order of 6 ms, the spike duration has been lengthened to make

individual spikes visible. This 1.8 ms burst peaks at a spike rate

of approximately 160 kHz and encompasses around 200

individual spikes. The stimulus edge occurred at approximately

t� ÿ 15 ms.Fig. 4. Sender pixel communications interface circuitry.
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sender pixel will ®re probabilistically when visually

stimulated by edges with temporal contrast near the

threshold [5].

Fig. 6 shows the range of operation of the sender

chip. As stimulus contrast and speed are varied, the

probability of a burst response is shown. These plots

re¯ect the expected dependence on temporal contrast:

higher speed response thresholds are seen for lower

contrasts. For high contrast, bursts are reliably

produced for nearly two orders of magnitude in

speed. No response is seen at very low contrast due to

the threshold set by the spike-generating circuitry.

Fig. 7 shows how the burst width and spike

frequency of the bursts vary with speed and between

different pixels. Because the amplitude of the

differentiator current pulse increases with speed and

the spike generating circuit sets a ®xed threshold, we

expect that temporal width of the burst will increase

with stimulus speed. Experimentally, burst width

increases with stimulus speed until approximately 2

pixels/s, and then falls off as the speed becomes too

fast for the tuning of the nonlinear differentiator. (For

this paper, the differentiator was tuned to be sensitive

to very low speeds to facilitate computer-controlled

stimulation. See Higgins et al. [5] for a discussion of

the possible range of temporal edge detector speed

tuning.) Spike frequency is linearly proportional to

the differentiator current, so we also expect spike

frequency to increase with stimulus speed.

Experimentally, spike frequency increases with

stimulus speed over the entire range, saturating at

high velocities. This saturation is not due to lack of

AER bus bandwidth, but rather to limitations in the

nonlinear differentiator response. Mean latency (not

plotted) was measured with the computer stimulus to

be approximately 15 ms over a wide stimulus range,

and varies with a standard deviation of less than 2 ms

between sender pixels. This latency (between visual

stimulation and spike response) is almost entirely due

to delay in the photoreceptor and nonlinear differ-

entiator circuit, not in the AER circuitry.

With no stimulus present, the sender chip

consumes a static power of 3.2 mW at 5 V, largely

due to leakage currents in minimum-size CMOS

digital structures. A transient increase in power

consumption is seen upon the creation of an event

on the AER bus: power consumption peaks at

9.2 mW during a request. However, while creating

Fig. 6. Sender pixel speed/contrast response: probability of an individual pixel creating a burst (of at least one spike) is shown as the

contrast and speed of the stimulus is varied. Probabilities have been calculated over ®ve different pixels with ten stimulus presentations

each. Error bars represent standard deviation of pixel probability between different pixels, and thus re¯ect the spatial variation. For this

experiment, the nonlinear differentiator was adjusted to respond only to falling intensity changes. Pixel was stimulated with a computer-

controlled intensity patch centered on the desired photoreceptor which slowly rose to the desired contrast and then fell with a controlled

speed to zero contrast. Effective stimulus speed can be calculated from the geometry of the implementation. Contrast of a stimulus is

calculated from luminance as �Lmax ÿ Lmin�=�Lmax � Lmin�.
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events at its maximum rate, the average power

consumption of the sender chip is still only 3.8 mW

due to the short duration of each request.

5. Motion Receiver Chip

This section describes the motion receiver chip,

which calculates two-dimensional (2D) optical ¯ow

vectors from the edge information on the AER bus. A

sample ¯ow ®eld from the sender-receiver pair is

shown in Fig. 8.

5.1. Receiver Architecture

The core of the receiver chip is a 13615 array of

receiver pixels. See Fig. 9 for a layout diagram. Each

receiver pixel contains the communications interface

and a motion circuit implementing a 2D version of

the FS (Facilitate-and-Sample) velocity algorithm

Fig. 8. Sample raw ¯ow ®eld from the sender±receiver pair:

visual stimulus was a hand moving towards the lower left. Three

®ngers may be seen. The length of the band of vectors following

the leading edge of each ®nger is dependent upon the vector

persistence time setting of the receiver chip. Vectors in each band

which are farther up and right have begun to decay. Some vectors

in the lower two bands have also been lightly stimulated by the

®nger trailing edge.

Fig. 7. Sender pixel burst parameters: for high contrast, (a) burst

width and (b) spike frequency are shown as stimulus speed is

varied. Stimulus is the same as in Fig. 6. Means have been

calculated over ®ve different pixels with ten stimulus

presentations each. Error bars represent standard deviation of the

pixel mean between different pixels, and thus re¯ect the spatial

variation.

Fig. 9. Layout of the receiver chip, as fabricated on a MOSIS

tiny chip in a 1.2mm standard CMOS process. Total area of the

chip is 2:162:1 mm2.
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[24]. The motion circuitry in each receiver pixel takes

as input a current pulse from the interface circuit.

Address decoding and interface circuitry to support

the protocol are located in the periphery and

described in [23]. This chip also incorporates a

serial scanner for readout of the 2D optical ¯ow

vectors.

The receiver pixel communications interface

circuit, shown in Fig. 10, is far simpler than its

sender counterpart, and is changed from Boahen [23]

only by the addition of a current-limiting transistor

(M1). When Xset and Yset are both active high, the

source of the limiting transistor is pulled low and a

current whose magnitude is set by Vthr ¯ows into the

motion circuit. The indirectness of this circuit is to

avoid charge-pumping, which leads to a small

``leakage'' current even if Xset and Yset are only

asserted at non-overlapping times.

The FS (Facilitate-and-Sample) velocity algorithm

(shown in Fig. 11 and analyzed in detail in [24])

computes the log velocity of a moving edge by

measurement of the time between an edge's arrival at

neighboring pixels. The pulse-generation circuit (Fig.

11(a)) takes the current pulse from the receiver pixel

interface and creates two voltage pulses. The fast

pulse Vfast is a large-amplitude temporally narrow

pulse which occurs when the receiver pixel is

stimulated. The slow pulse Vslow quickly rises to a

few volts and falls logarithmically over time as the

capacitor is discharged. While the slow pulse is high,

no further fast pulses can be created. The sample-

and-hold circuit (Fig. 11(b)) is used to sample

neighbouring slow pulses when a local fast pulse is

generated. The stored value is effectively the

logarithm of the reciprocal of the time since that

pixel was last stimulated. By using a single pulse-

generation circuit and four sample-and-hold circuits

in each pixel, it is possible to calculate the local 2D

velocity of motion. To accomplish this, all four

sampled slow pulses must be scanned from the

receiver chip for each pixel. Ideally, the output of a

one-dimensional (1D) FS sensor can be used to

implement the following equation:

OFS;ideal � g ? sign�T� ? log 1� 1

jTj � s

� �
�1�

where T is the pixel transit time and s is a small

number to represent the saturation of the sensor at

high speeds. T may be positive or negative,

representing two directions of motion. The sensor's

output is proportional to the log of the inverse pixel

transit time, with the appropriate sign.

5.2. Receiver Performance

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the output

of the dual-chip motion processor as a whole by

measuring receiver chip responses to visual stimuli.

The 12612 sender array maps trivially into the larger

13615 receiver array; the other receiver pixels are

unused in this con®guration. The request±acknow-

ledge cycle in this system takes approximately

400 ns; the corresponding maximum spike rate is

2.5 million spikes/second. In Fig. 12 the percentage

of 2D optical vectors within 15� of the correct

stimulus orientation is plotted against stimulus speed

and contrast. (Spatial differences between nominally

identical motion sensors can account for 5±10� of

variation in this process.) The low-speed threshold

agrees with that seen in the sender chip. Above

approximately 3 pixels/s, the correct response

percentage falls off due to increasing variability in

the temporal edge detectors. Correct orientation of

the stimulus is calculated over more than an order of

magnitude in speed and down to less than 30%

contrast.

With no stimulus present, the receiver chip

consumes a static power of 2.1 mW at 5 V. During

stimulation, the average power consumption is 5 mW.Fig. 10. Receiver pixel communications interface.
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6. Dual-Sender Motion Processor

In this section, we describe a motion processing

system which uses two sender chips and a single

motion receiver to compute motion tuned to a

particular stereoscopic depth from the imager pair.

In application, the two sender chips would be

arranged so that their ®elds of view converged at a

certain stereoscopic depth (see Fig. 13). All dis-

parities would be measured relative to this depth of

convergence (known as the horopter), at which the

images seen by the two chips are identical.

The representation of motion tuned to a particular

optical disparity is similar to that seen in area MT of

primate visual cortex [26], and is a biological

alternative to explicit maps of motion and depth.

For the experiments in this section, the gain of the

FS sensor velocity output has been increased to the

point where only the local direction of motion is

represented. This increased gain is necessary for the

disparity tuning algorithm presented below to func-

tion properly.

6.1. Dual-Sender Architecture

See Fig. 14 for a block diagram of the hardware

system. In order to converge the asynchronous

requests from two sender chips, a fundamental

requirement for this system is a two-input arbiter

[9] to decide which request will be passed through to

the single receiver. Given the choice bit from this

arbiter, the appropriate address is multiplexed on-to

the receiver address. An EPROM is included for

address remapping; the choice bit is also input to the

EPROM to allow different mappings for the two

sender chips.

Static remapping of addresses with the EPROM is

used to implement the disparity processor as shown

Fig. 12. Receiver chip temporal contrast response: the dual-chip

motion processor was stimulated with a variable-speed rotating

drum stimulus. The percentage is calculated across the entire

array as the number of vectors within 15� of the correct stimulus

angle.

Fig. 11. Circuits implementing the FS (Facilitate-and-Sample,

[24]) velocity algorithm. (a) The pulse generation circuit takes

input from the receiver circuitry and generates a sharp fast pulse

Vfast and a slowly decaying slow pulse Vslow. (b) The sample-and-

hold circuit uses the fast pulse to sample a neighboring slow

pulse.
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in Fig. 15. The columns of the two senders are

interlaced onto the receiver chip. Because the motion

receiver chip expects to see columns ®re in sequence

as an edge passes from left to right, interlacing the

columns from the two sender chips introduces a

preference for motion at a particular disparity.

The algorithm for synthesizing a disparity-selec-

tive motion system requires summing the outputs of

sensors from two consecutive columns of the receiver

chip. Consider the output of the receiver chip motion

sensors in the left two columns R1 and R2 shown in

Fig. 15. Let us model a visual stimulus with a

variable depth from the imagers. For simplicity,

assume that the visual stimulus is aligned with the

sender chip columns, such that all rows in a column

are stimulated at the same time. Let columns

A1, A2, A3, . . . be stimulated at times 0,t,2t, . . .
where t indicates the pixel transit time of a moving

edge (t may be negative, allowing the stimulus to

move in either direction). To model a stimulus with

variable disparity, let columns B1, B2, B3, . . . be

stimulated at times td, td � t, td � 2t; . . . where td is

proportional to the optical disparity between the two

chips.

The output of the FS sensor used in this design

may be approximated as

OFS�T� � tanh g ? sign�T� ? log 1� 1

jTj � s

� �� �
�2�

Fig. 13. Optical disparity related to depth: a point at depth H (the

horopter) is shown at identical positions in images 1 and 2,

because the cameras' lines of sight intersect at that depth. The

difference between the position of the point in the two images is

de®ned as the optical disparity d, so point H has zero disparity. At

a larger depth F ( far), the images of the point seen by the two

cameras are offset by a positive disparity. At a smaller depth N
(near), the images of the point seen by the two cameras are offset

by a negative disparity.

Fig. 14. Dual-sender hardware architecture: the arbiter is a

standard two-input asynchronous arbiter [9] built out of discrete

logic; not shown is an analog delay on the request line at the

output of the arbiter to allow address setup time. Note that, aside

from the custom VLSI components described, only discrete logic

is used.

Fig. 15. Dual-sender address mapping: columns from the two

senders are interlaced on the receiver chip. Because the motion

chip expects the columns to be stimulated in sequence by a

passing edge, this leads to a preference for a particular optical

disparity.
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(compare to equation (1)) where again, T is the pixel

transit time and s is a small number to represent the

saturation of the sensor at high speeds. This equation

is a reasonable ®t to the measured sensor output. The

hyperbolic tangent with gain g is added to represent

the increased gain of the FS sensor output, making it

represent direction of motion (sign of velocity) rather

than velocity.

The horizontal �X� component of the output of any

motion sensor in column R1 is proportional to the

time between the stimulation of column A1 and

column B1. From the stimulus de®nition above, that

time is td and thus the output is OFS�td�, the sign of

which is positive whenever td is positive. The

horizontal component of the output of any sensor in

column R2 is proportional to the time between the

occurrence of column B1 and column A2, which is

tÿ td. Its output is thus OFS�tÿ td�, the sign of

which is positive whenever td is less than t. The sum

of these two quantities will be small except in the

region 05td5t, thus implementing a simple dis-

parity tuning. Referring to equation (2), this output is

Odisp � OFS�td� � OFS�tÿ td� �3�
A plot of this function is shown in Fig. 16(a). The

disparity tuning is always between 0 and t, even if t
is negative (stimulus moving in the opposite direc-

tion). Adding in the outputs of more velocity sensors

does not change the tuning, but makes it more robust

to noise. By shifting the interlace pattern, it is

possible to create disparity tunings at any multiple of

t. For example, if B2 was mapped between A1 and

A2, the disparity tuning would be in the region

t5td52t.

This analysis can be extended to show that the

sum of the horizontal �X� components of sensors

from any two neighboring columns will be selective

to the same disparity. In a more general stimulus

framework, the elementary disparity-tuned element

consists of the sum of two motion sensor outputs

from the same row and neighboring columns.

6.2. Dual-Sender Performance

To verify the disparity tuning of the dual-sender

system, a computer stimulus (diagrammed in Fig. 17)

was used to simultaneously present two moving

vertical bars, only one of which was visible to each

sender chip. The disparity between the two stimuli

was varied precisely under computer control. Fig.

16(b) shows the result of this experiment. The

average X output of the entire array is plotted against

stimulus disparity. The chip shows a clear preference

Fig. 16. Dual-sender performance: (a) Theoretical performance

of the interlaced rows algorithm: a plot is shown of equation 3

with g� 1.1 and s� 0.1 while td is varied. The circles are for

t� 1.0; the asterisks are for t� ÿ 1.0. The horizontal axis is

td=t, the optical disparity normalized to the pixel transit time.

The vertical axis has been normalized to unity. (b) Experimental

disparity tuning of the interlaced rows algorithm. As the binocular

disparity of the stimulus shown in Fig. 17 is varied, the averaged

X output of the receiver chip is plotted. This output is the spatial

average of the X (horizontal) component of every optical ¯ow

vector in the receiver array. It is also temporally averaged over

one period of the stimulus to remove the effects of periodic

variation. Circles indicate the response to a leftward-moving bar;

asterisks indicate the response to a rightward-moving bar. The

horizontal axis is the optical disparity normalized to the pixel

transit time. The vertical axis has been normalized to unity.
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for a particular disparity in each stimulus direction.

Because the width of the disparity tuning is

proportional to the stimulus interpixel transit time,

the region of preferred disparity widens as the

stimulus slows down. The tuning is smoother than

the theoretical prediction because of the whole-chip

average: due to transistor mismatch, each ``disparity

sensor'' (made of the horizontal sum of two motion

sensors) is tuned to a slightly different range. The

request-acknowledge cycle in this system takes

approximately 400 ns.

It is possible to add more receiver chips with

shifted interlace patterns such that each is tuned to a

unique optical disparity, resulting in a parallel map of

motion and depth. Alternatively, a single receiver

chip could be used, and additional address lines of the

EPROM could be used to dynamically charge the

depth mapping.

The maximum total power consumed by the VLSI

components in this design is 12.6 mW at 5 V. This

®gure neglects the power consumption of the CMOS

discrete logic circuitry and EPROM1 used, which is

relatively small.

7. Dual-Receiver Motion Processor

In this section, we describe a motion processing

system which uses a single sender chip and two

identical motion receivers with different topological

mappings of the image plane.

The use of a polar (or log-polar) mapping is

motivated by the biological observation [27] of the

mapping from the retina to primary visual cortex, and

has inspired past vision sensor designs [28].

As in Section 6, the gain of the FS sensor velocity

output has been increased for these experiments to

the point where only the local direction of motion is

represented.

7.1. Dual-Receiver Architecture

See Fig. 18 for a block diagram of the hardware

system. Because two receiver chips are present,

circuitry is necessary to ensure that both receiver

chips have acknowledged the single sender event

before the system continues. This circuit is known as

a C-element [29]. Two EPROMs are included for

parallel static remapping of both receiver destination

addresses.

The ®rst receiver uses a pass-through sender

Fig. 17. Dual-sender stimulus diagram: separate moving bar

stimuli were presented simultaneously to each sender chip on the

same LCD Screen. The disparity between the two bars (that is,

the difference in the horizontal position of the bar in the two

images) was varied under computer control, and remained

constant as both bars moved. This stimulus simulates a

horizontally moving vertical bar with a variable depth.

Fig. 18. Dual-receiver architecture: the C-element is a standard

asynchronous communications building block [29] built out of

discrete logic; not shown are timeout circuits to handle

nonexistent receiver addresses, an analog delay on both receiver

request lines to allow for address setup time, and EPROM

enabling circuitry. Note that, aside from the custom VLSI

components described, only discrete logic is used.
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address mapping, which generates the same sort of

optical ¯ow ®eld characterized in Section 5. The

second receiver uses a polar coordinate mapping: let

the polar coordinates of a sender pixel be described

by

R �
����������������������������������������������������������������
�Xsndr ÿ Xmid�2 � �Ysndr ÿ Ymid�2

q
y � tanÿ1��Ysndr ÿ Ymid�=�Xsndr ÿ Xmid��

where �Xmid; Ymid� is the center pixel address of the

sender array. Then the receiver mapping can be

described as the nearest integer to

Xrcvr � Sx ? R

Yrcvr � Sy ? y

where Sx and Sy are chosen to maximally cover the

receiver array. This remapping makes the second

receiver sensitive to expanding and rotating motions.

A pure expansion corresponds to movement only

along the radial coordinate (remapped X). A pure

rotation corresponds to movement only along the

angular coordinate (remapped Y). Such motion must

be centered on the sender chip for a maximal

response.

7.2. Dual-Receiver Performance

To demonstrate the particular sensitivity of each

receiver, we ®rst present a moving bar stimulus and

observe the array average X coordinate from each

receiver chip. For any given stimulus presentation,

the angle and speed of the moving bar are ®xed. Fig.

19(b) shows the responses as the angle of the moving

bar is varied across multiple stimulus presentations.

The linearly mapped array shows a strong direction-

ally-selective response, whereas the polar-mapped

array shows little selectivity. In Fig. 19(d) the same

outputs are shown in response to a stimulus

composed of expanding circles as the position of

the focus of expansion is swept horizontally across

the sender chip. The output of the linearly-mapped

array re¯ects the position of the focus of expansion,

as explained in [30]. The output of the polar-mapped

array is strongly negative, indicating the presence of

expansion, and peaks in strength when the focus of

expansion is at the center of the sender chip. The

request±acknowledge cycle in this system takes

approximately 500 ns.

The maximum total power consumed by the VLSI

components in this design is 13.8 mW at 5 V. This

®gure neglects the power consumption of the CMOS

discrete logic circuitry and EPROMs used, which is

relatively small.

8. Discussion

We have described a ¯exible, modular, multi-chip

neuromorphic motion processing system which

retains many of the advantages of single-chip

motion processors while allowing for signi®cant

further expansion. While many component subcir-

cuits have been extended for the purpose of building

this system, this paper's main contribution is intended

to be at the system architecture level. In addition to

characterizing the elementary motion processor, we

have shown two three-chip systems which compute

more complex real-time motion data products

completely without the use of serial computers.

This system has been demonstrated using MOSIS

tiny chips with 2.162.1 mm die sizes at 1.2 mm

process resolution, which has resulted in very small

array sizes. Due to the fully parallel architecture,

there are no architectural limitations to the expansion

of this system to reasonable sizes. Straightforward

replication of pixels in the same process would yield

a sender array of approximately 50650 pixels on an

868 mm die; in a 0.35 mm process, an 868 mm die

would yield at least 1286128 pixels. Higher

resolutions of motion detection than 1286128 yield

rapidly diminishing gains in machine vision applica-

tions.

The dual-receiver architecture we have demon-

strated can be programmed with arbitrary topological

mappings of the image plane, which can be used to

perform a number of image processing tasks. In

addition, the visual motion caused by changes in

angle of the imaging platform can be compensated

for by providing information about camera angle to

the EPROMs. This can be used to compensate for

unintentional camera jitter, as well as programmed

movements of the camera.

A different approach to computing disparity-tuned

motion with the dual-sender architecture than we

have shown here would be to map corresponding

pixels from each sender to the same receiver pixel

and require a coincidence of bursts to create a motion

output. This coincidence based stereo approach
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would require a nonlinear threshold on the motion

receiver chip to make a strong distinction between

one burst and a coincident pair.

Aside from the serialization inherent in the AER

bus, the motion computation demonstrated in this

paper is fully pixel-parallel. Due to the small size of

the current implementation, this serialization places

no limitations on performance. However, it begs the

question of scaling to larger array sizes. If the sender/

receiver pair were scaled to a 1286128 array, would

the AER bus present a signi®cant bottleneck?

Consider the case of stimulation by a vertical

moving edge spanning the entire array: 128 pixels

would make simultaneous requests. Using the full

bandwidth of the bus (2.5 MHz), a 4 ms burst from

128 pixels would result in 80 spikes from each pixel:

more than enough to stimulate the receiver. An

individual pixel might experience serialization delays

as large as a few microseconds; with burst widths in

the millisecond range this is insigni®cant. If the entire

Fig. 19. Dual-receiver performance: In (a), a moving bar stimulus is diagrammed; (b) shows the output of both receiver chips as the angle

y of the bar stimulus is varied. The output shown is the pixel X velocity output averaged spatially over the entire chip, and temporally over

one period of the stimulus. Circles indicate the response of the linearly-mapped receiver, asterisks indicate the polar-mapped receiver. In

(c), an expanding stimulus is diagrammed. The coordinates x, y indicate the focus of expansion. The circles grow larger in the direction of

the arrows; (d) shows the response of both receiver chips as the focus of expansion is swept horizontally across the chip.
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sender chip were stimulated at once by a ¯ash, spikes

from some sender pixels would clearly be lost due to

lack of bandwidth. However, in actual operation only

a small fraction of sender array pixels are likely to be

stimulated at one time.

Power consumption is also an important consid-

eration in scaling designs of this type to large array

sizes. The power consumption ®gures given in this

paper for small multi-chip systems cannot be trivially

scaled to larger array sizes. Rather, they contain

factors which are constant, and which vary linearly,

logarithmically, and as the square of the number of

pixels in the array. Unfortunately, with the current

VLSI components it is not possible to measure the

power consumption of each factor individually. We

can, however, parameterize them as follows. The

power consumption for an N6N multi-chip system

may be expressed as

Ptotal � P0 � P1 ? N � PL ? log�N� � P2 ? N2

The factor P0, comes from circuitry that is not

replicated as the system gets larger, such as the off-

chip interface logic. This component is relatively

small. The factor P1 comes from circuitry along the

periphery of the arrays, such as serial scanners,

address decoders, and sender support circuitry. The

factor PL scales with the logarithm of the array size

and results from circuitry including the arbiter binary

tree, padframe address drivers, and the EPROM.

Finally, the factor P2 scales with the square of the

array size, and is associated with the power

consumption in the pixel itself. Based on measure-

ments of the pixel circuitry in this system from other

chips, it is most likely that the factor P2 ? N2 in the

total power for the small-chip system we have shown

is overwhelmed by the other factors. However, it is

obviously most important to control P2, since this

factor will dominate for very large array sizes. The

use of subthreshold MOSFET analog circuitry and

asynchronous digital CMOS circuitry minimizes this

power consumption, and large low-power designs

such as [19] (at 104696 pixels) help motivate that

this strategy can be successful.

In addition to the obvious bene®ts of allowing

more stages of processing and the combination of

multiple imagers, the use of an ef®cient asynchronous

communications link between chips can allow for

connectivity which is not practical even in advanced

fabrication processes. By simple manipulations of the

digital communications link between two VLSI

chips, it is possible to modify the destinations of

individual events to achieve virtual wiring [31]. As

demonstrated in this paper, a memory chip can be

used as a look-up table to perform a one-to-one or

many-to-one rerouting of events. In addition, a very

simple digital processor (or even an FPGA) can be

used to transmit each event to many destinations,

achieving arbitrary interconnectivity at the price of

bus bandwidth.

Multi-chip systems such as these will make

hardware implementations of complex multi-stage

image processors like those suggested by biological

vision systems a feasible prospect.
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Note
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request is made, and thus has a very low average power

consumption.
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